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       (3:19) The second common mistake that people make, is that they have a tensed and 
narrow vibrato instead of a lush and relaxed vibrato. The solution is to make your wrist 
and your fingers more flexible. I’ll give you two good exercises for this. 

The first exercise is to put your finger on the soundboard and roll over your finger tip in 
different rhythms and different tempi with the help of your metronome. Start for 
example with four notes at 60 beats per minute and slowly increase it to 120 beats per example with four notes at 60 beats per minute and slowly increase it to 120 beats per 
minute. This way you learn to control the tempo of your vibrato. If you want to make 
your fingers more flexible, you can do the same exercise while only using your finger 
(no wrist movement). 

The second exercise to increase your finger flexibility is to play a chromatic scale in The second exercise to increase your finger flexibility is to play a chromatic scale in 
which you slide with your fingers (one-one, two-two, three-three, four). When you do 
this, it is important that you only move your fingers (curve and stretch) and don’t make 
‘position shifts’ with your whole hand. 

After this you can practice vibrato with a metronome in the third position. As soon as 
you have a relaxed vibrato in the third position, you can move to the first position. 

Some people tend to have a tensed vibSome people tend to have a tensed vibrato because their thumb is locked. When you’re 
playing, try to move around your thumb and see if your hand is relaxed. Tension in your 
left hand in general, causes your vibrato to be tensed as well. If you’re squeezing with 
your thumb, do some vibrato exercises without the violin and do them on the violin 
later. When you notice along the way that your hand gets tensed, go back to the larger 
and fluent motions and slowly try to make them smaller again until you feel the tension. 
If you do this often enough, you’ll notice that it takes longer and longer before the 
tension starts and one day itension starts and one day it’ll disappear completely. 



       
       (6:45)       (6:45) The third mistake a lot of people make is a “drunk” vibrato sound. A lot of 
people think they’re doing something wrong in the movement when this occurs, while 
they’re actually making the right vibrato movement. The speed, oscillation and regularity 
of your vibrato determine if your vibrato sounds “drunk” or beautiful. First try to get a 
regular vibrato by playing sixteenths notes at 60 beats per minute and then slowly speed 
it up by four or six beats per minute until you can play sixteenths notes at 120 beats per 
minute. In that tempo you’re in control of your vibrato and it will sound a lot better. 



       (7:51) The fourth common mistake is what really holds most people back; they’ve 
never consistently practiced vibrato. I heard a soloist saying some time ago that it takes 
a year or two of consistent dedicated vibrato practice fifteen minutes a day, to really 
master the art of the vibrato and get a vibrato you’re happy with. Of course, you can 
achieve a basic vibrato way faster. When people come to me and they want me to help 
them with their vibrato, they expect me to give them some kind of secret or magic trick 
to unlock their vibrato. It just doesn’t work that way: It’s just a lot of practice. 

My first question to private students complaining about vibMy first question to private students complaining about vibrato always is: have you ever 
done fifteen minutes of dedicated vibrato practice a day for ten weeks? Most of the time 
the answer is: no! If you really want to learn a good vibrato, you need daily practice. 
Maybe that’s bad news for you if you were waiting for the magic trick, but on the other 
side it is good news because it means that vibrato is a learnable skill. 

Vibrato is a learnable skill
Some teachers say vibSome teachers say vibrato is something you have or don’t have. If there’s only one thing 
you remember from this masterclass, it should be that a beautiful vibrato is a learnable 
skill. There’s a step by step way to learn vibrato. Knowing this, it’s important that you 
free up your time for dedicated vibrato practice and that you do exactly the right 
exercises. You know it doesn’t work to just imitate your teacher or to do the same boring 
exercises every day. You need a big variation in exercises to build a good vibrato (in a fun 
way!), which brings me to the four steps to learn a beautiful vibrato.



       (10:22) The first step is to lay the foundation. You need to have a good left-hand 
technique. Your left hand and arm need to be relaxed so you can move them fluently. 
Your index finger should be able to be loose from the neck of the violin. This means that 
your thumb, which is always an important counterplayer of your left-hand finger, 
becomes even more important. 

You can place your thumb a little bit below the neck of the violin, because we must 
maintain the balance of the violin’s weight between our collarbone and our left hand. maintain the balance of the violin’s weight between our collarbone and our left hand. 
When your left hand is completely free and you start vibrating, your intonation can 
become a little bit unstable and uncontrolled. You need to have that contact with the 
neck of the violin. Also, you can hurt your neck and shoulders if you don’t support the 
violin partially with your left hand.

YYour thumb suddenly has a very important role to play: it’s the counterplayer of your 
left-hand fingers and you hold the violin with it, certainly when your index finger is not 
touching the neck of the violin. When you notice that your thumb is tensed, it helps to 
move around your thumb or do some vibrato exercises with the scroll against the wall 
or resting on a music stand. In this way you free up your hand and it’s easier to have a 
flexible thumb in the normal position. 

If your thumb is very tensed and rigid, it can’t be a good counterplayer to your fingers, If your thumb is very tensed and rigid, it can’t be a good counterplayer to your fingers, 
your violin hold is unstable, and you’ll have more difficulty doing a good vibrato. Make 
sure your thumb is flexible and your violin hold is balanced before you proceed to the 
actual vibrato exercises.



       (12:25) The second step is to learn the vibrato skills. We start by “knocking the door”, 
then we make larger movements with the whole wrist and arm on the violin. You can do 
these exercises while pushing the string to the fingerboard, on the harmonic or with a 
piece of paper. Start with smooth movements over the whole fingerboard. After a while 
you make them smaller, and maybe do some exercises on the sound board, as I ex-
plained earlier. 

Move to the third, fourth or fifth position, place your thumb at the violin’s heel and make 
the movement smaller and smaller. We start in a higher position, because in it you’ve got 
support from the violin’s heel and it’s easier to make a good wrist movement. 
Think of the vibrato movement as a circular motion. Just as with silent bow changes, this 
is helpful to smoothen your movements even though the actual movement is vertical. 

YYou can slowly move to a vibrato by making the movement smaller and smaller until you 
can leave your fingertip on the same spot and start rolling over your finger tip. Some-
times it will work and sometimes it doesn’t. You should practice the vibrato with all fin-
gers on all strings. When you’ve mastered a basic vibrato, we can go to the third step of 
learning vibrato.



       (14:24) There are many exercises to 
improve your vibrato and to practice dif-
ferent aspects of your vibrato. The most 
important exercises are the ones in which 
you practice your vibrato with a 
metronome. You should practice it very 
consistently while speeding up the tempo 
just a little bit every day. We’ve talked 
about sixteenth notes, but you can also 
practice different rhythms. Being creative 
in your practice will make the movement 
smoother and gives you control over the 
tempo and sound color. tempo and sound color. 

There are two proportions in the vibrato: 
the speed and the oscillation: fast vs slow 
and narrow vs wide. You should 
experiment with all sorts of combina-
tions: narrow and slow, fast and wide et 
cetera. You should be able to master 
those proportions in different tempi and 
rhythms to create an expressive vibrato 
that you can adjust to the music style and 
emotions you want to express.



       (15:44) The fourth step is to apply your vibrato in music. You now have a toolbox of 
narrow and wide, fast and slow, being able to go from one vibrato tempo to another and 
switch fluently between all sorts of vibrato. You now can make all these different sound 
colors: different herbs to spice the music you make. This is a beautiful skill to have as a 
violin player. 

When you start applying vibWhen you start applying vibrato to music, just start with some long notes first and when 
you get those right go to the shorter notes and after some time you can even play very 
fast runs with vibrato. When you play a piece with a certain emotion or mood, adjust 
your vibrato accordingly. Really search for the sound that you want to have and experi-
ment with that. 
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